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90 years of systematic archaeological research of Prague 
historic centre and the 50th anniversary of the foundation of 
the specialised department for Prague archaeological heritage 
management in the context of the state and potential of 
research of Prague beginnings

ANNOTATION

The text, compiled at the occasion of the 50th anniversary of the foundation of the archaeological department for
rescue  excavations  and  heritage  care  in  Prague,  briefly  summarises  the  conception  and  development  of
archaeological heritage management in Prague in the 20th and the early 21st centuries. It reviews current state of
research, which dates back to the 1920s with its intensity rising with the building boom in the outstandingly valuable
historic centre of this town since the 2nd half  of the 1980s. Potential of archaeological research of the earliest
history of this exceptional site of European importance is discussed. Special attention is given to the activities of the
archaeological department of the Heritage Institute in the Capital of Prague, and its status within this profession.

SUMMARY

Prague is an outstanding archaeological  site of European importance.  Cardinal and determining moment, from
which the exceptional extent, range and importance of the Prague fond of archaeological immovable and movable
monuments can easily be deduced, is more than thousand years of continuous settlement development of the
capital since the last third of the 9th century. That is related with thick and complicated rise of historic stratigraphy
with different development in each part of the historic centre of Prague agglomeration. An outstanding phenomenon
of Prague is also the long continuity of  professional  interest  and care of  archaeological  monuments (Fig. 1, 2)
including  their  presentation  in  situ  since  the  end  of  the  1920s.  To  the  most  significant  features  of  Prague
archaeological conception, formulated originally by The Heritage Committee of The Magistrate of The Capital of
Prague (whose members were besides the officers also personalities, representing science institutions as well as
cultural  public),  belongs the  cooperation  among institutions  and guarantee of  research,  attention  given to  the
questions of interdisciplinary research (mainly geology) and institute of commissions named from representatives of
wide spectrum of institutions in case of the excavation of the most important sites. The research in the period
between the wars and afterwards orientated mainly on the most important sites or vanishing or recently vanished
solitary, often sacred sites in Prague historic centre as well as beyond (Fig. 3–6). Excavations were mostly part of
extensive reconstruction activities and were undertaken in direct cooperation with building history surveys. Fast rise
of building activities in the relation of the town infrastructure development in the 1960s was an impulse to the
modification  of  the  archaeological  heritage  management  organisation.  A  specialised  department  for  rescue
excavations in the town historic centre was established in 1965, The Department of building archaeology of the
Prague  Centre  of  the  State  Heritage  Care  and  Protection  of  Nature  (PSSPPOP).  In  the  late  1960s  a  multi
institutional  coordination  body  for  Prague  archaeology  –  The  Prague  Archaeological  Commission  (PAK)  was
established. Basic conception of the work of the commission was a narrow cooperation and coordination of needs
of the heritage care and interests of scientific research of Prague history and interdisciplinary approach (humanities
and natural history sciences; Fig. 7). This conception, formulated mainly by the former director of the Archaeological
Institute of the Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences, M. Richter, was fulfilled by projects of excavations, institutes for
in advance excavations and coreference commissions. Permanent problem since the 1920s was the deficiency in
the processing of the rescue excavations, influenced partly by the social development in the 1930s and subsequent
war events. Imaginary scissors between the piling up fond and the state of processing are continuously drawn apart
from many reasons, mainly thanks to the intensive building activity in the historically most valuable parts of the
town.

In the 2nd half of the 20th century The Department of building archaeology PSPPOP (after the reorganisation of the
state  heritage  care  The  Archaeological  Department  of  the  Heritage  Institute  in  Prague)  became  a distinctive,
narrowly specialised and prime body focused on actual tasks of the Prague archaeology in their wide range. In
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present  day it  covers ca 50 % of  Prague rescue excavations mainly in Prague historic centre (Fig.  8–9).  This
department – although it does not have executive power – fulfils some of the former coordination and organisation
function of the Heritage committee of MHMP, respectively PAK, i.e. institution, which followed its activity. In the long
term it directs the activity of PAK and although the responsibility of this commission has been degraded by the
current legal terms in the early 21st century to administration of rescue excavations, it generally aims at keeping the
standards  of  the  profession.  Recent  activities  (realised  projects,  publications)  rank  this
department unambiguously among the full licenced scientific institutions. Besides it fulfils its function in a wide area of
archaeological  heritage  management  in  the  professional  as  well  as  administrative  field.  It  is  typical  that  this
department  takes  the  substantial  part  in  the  realisation  of  the  project  of  the  information  system  of  Prague
archaeology (the output of the project NAKI 2013-2017, Ministry of Culture n. 13P01OVV014), based on detailed
spatial  evidence of  several  thousands of  archaeologically documented points,  archived since the 1970s in  the
Prague Archaeological  Institute  of  The Academy of  Sciences  of  The Czech Republic  by L.  Hrdlička.  This  we
consider to be indispensable requirement of the potential development of the study of archaeological sources of
Prague.

The long term built conception of the Archaeological department of The Heritage Institute in Prague definitely is a
concept of potential future route (not only) of Prague archaeology in general. In includes a number of key aspects:
1)  qualified protection of  archaeological  monuments, based on well-founded prediction of  their  occurrence and
value, 2) maximum economic processing of the archaeological sources upon respecting the needs of living capital
and  3)  systematically  built  conditions  for  intensive  interdisciplinary  as  well  as  trade  cooperation,  based  on
indispensable cooperation among partial trade specialisations. It is definitely a concept of economic processing of
sources and of the trade capacity, leaning on finding the most effective solutions within interdisciplinary teams and
cross institutions.  Thus it  is  a definite  promise of  missing systematic  evaluation of  archaeological  sources and
potentially more dynamic progress in the knowledge of Prague and its importance within the European Middle Ages
and the Post-medieval period.

Obr. 1. Archaeological research in the Prague Heritage Reserve (PPR). Actions registered on the left bank up to
2005 (section of a map). Unrevised data of The Map of archaeological documented points (Hrdlička 2005; version
IIS_APP 2015).

Obr. 2. Archaeological research in the Prague Heritage Reserve (PPR). Actions registered on the right bank up to
2005 (section of a map). Unrevised data of The Map of archaeological documented points (Hrdlička 2005; version
IIS_APP 2015).

Obr. 3. A concept of a request of the Heritage committee to the Council of the Capital of Prague for research
subvention and conservation of the New castle at  Kunratice and advance excavations in the historic centre of
Prague.

Obr. 4. An example of the archaeological monuments management can be the conception and content of the official
letter by the Heritage committee officer, JUDr. R. Hlubinka concerning the protection of the building remains of the
basilica of St. Lawrence at Vyšehrad, addressed to the building department of MHMP, approved by the Heritage
committee on the 18.10.1933.

Obr. 5. A print of the work list of intended activities of R. Hlubinka.

Obr. 6. Prague castle 1928. Note in the field diary of the excavation of the III. courtyard with a sketch of the section
of  the  west  part  of  the  south  wall  of  the  log  house dated to  the  mid-10th  century  below the  west  wall  of  a
Romanesque passage. View from the north.

Obr.  7. Prague  1,  Old  Town,  tabular  NW-SE  section  across  the  Old  Town  Square  and  its  surroundings.
1 – bedrock; 2 – sandy gravel of the Maniny terrace (VII); 3 – Holocene fill  of a depression on the edge of the
floodplain/water course?; 4 – spontaneously accumulated settlement stratigraphy; 5 – anti flood bank from the 2nd
half of the 13th – early14th century (lower part), bank from the turn of the 20th century (upper part) (L.  Hrdlička,
work version, undated; adjusted – see. Hrdlička 2005, 16–17).

Obr.  8. Preliminary  graph  of  action  number  in  the  Prague  Heritage  Reserve  (PPR)  in  decades  up  to  2010.
Comparison of approximate total number of actions run by all institutions active within the PPR (yellow) and actions
covered by the National Heritage Institute, specialised department in the Capital of Prague (further NPÚ ÚOP HMP)
(red).
Total number of excavations – source: Archaeological database of Bohemia of ARÚ AV ČR. The data is drawn from
the evidence of actions (including the negative ones) on the base of reports submitted prior to the revision of this
database, which will be concluded in 2016. The database is not all right. Its revision on one side keeps a record of
unregistered actions (ca 1/3 from the total registrations), on the other side some false or duplicate records, and
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confuses the forms of evidence – research action/ individual trenches within an action. The graph data are therefore
only  a  framework  indicating  the  development  trend,  and  are  not  compatible  with  the  NPÚ  data.
Numbers of excavations by NPÚ ÚOP HMP – source: internal data of NPÚ ÚOP HMP. Only positive actions are
registered in form of research actions (accession numbers of excavations are independent on their partial structure
or extent).

Obr.  9. Graph of  actions  realised  by todays´  Prague department  of  the  Heritage Institute  (and its  institutional
predecessors) in individual cadastre areas within the Prague Heritage Reserve (PPR), in decades up to 2015.
Source: internal NPÚ data.

Obr.  10. Graph of  actions realised by todays´ Prague department of  the Heritage Institute (and its  institutional
predecessors) in individual cadastre areas within the Prague Heritage Reserve (PPR), in years 1965–2015. Source:
internal NPÚ data.
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